Dutch Prize Pedal Power, But Sea of Bikes Swamps Amsterdam
by John Tagliabue
June 20, 2013: Amsterdam - About 6:30 weekday mornings, throngs of bicycles, with a smattering of motor scooters and pedestrians, pour off the ferries that carry bikers and other passengers free of charge across the IJ (pronounced “eye”) harbor.  They clog the streets and causing traffic jams down behind Amsterdam’s main train station.
“In the afternoon it’s even more,” moaned Erwin Schoof, a metalworker in his 20s, who lives in the canal-laced center of town and battles the chaos daily to cross to his job.  Willem van Heijningen, a railway official responsible for bikes around the station, said, “It’s not a war zone, but it’s the next thing to it.”
This clogged stream of cyclists is just one of many in a city as renowned for bikes as Los Angeles is for automobiles, or Venice for gondolas.  Cyclists young and old pedal through narrow lanes and along canals.  Mothers and fathers balance toddlers in spacious wooden boxes affixed to their bikes, ferrying them to school or day care.  Carpenters carry tools and supplies in similar contraptions and electricians their cables.  Few wear helmets.  Increasingly, some are saying what was simply unthinkable just a few years ago: there are too many bikes.
While cities like New York struggle to get people onto bikes, Amsterdam is trying to keep its hordes of bikes under control.  In a city of 800,000, there are 880,000 bicycles, the government estimates, 4 times the number of cars.  In the past 2 decades, travel by bike has grown by 40%, so that now about 32% of all trips within the city are by bike, compared with 22% by car.
Applauding this accomplishment, a Danish urban planning consultancy, Copenhagenize Design, which publishes an annual list of the 20 most bike-friendly cities, placed Amsterdam in 1st place this year, as it has frequently in the past.  The list consists mostly of European cities, though Tokyo, Nagoya, and Rio de Janeiro made the cut.  Montreal is the only North American city included.
But many Amsterdamers say it is not so much the traffic jams like those at the morning ferry that annoy them most, but the problem of where to park their bikes, once they get to where they’re going, in a city with almost more water than paved surfaces.
“Just look at this place!” said Xem Smit, 22, who for the past year has struggled to maintain order at a municipal bike parking lot in the heart of town, waving a hand at bikes chained to lampposts, benches, trees and almost any other permanent object across a tree-lined square between the stock market and the big De Bijenkorf department store.
“I hear complaints all the time,” Mr. Smit said.  “It’s not bike friendly — no!”  His tiny, fenced-in parking lot has space officially for 140 bikes, but he routinely crams in more.  “My record is 152,” he said.
Mr. Smit’s problem is largely what keeps Thomas Koorn, of Amsterdam’s Transport and Traffic Department, awake at night.  “We have a real parking issue,” he said in a conference room overlooking the IJ.  Over the next 2 decades, Mr. Koorn said, the city will invest $135 million to improve the biking infrastructure, including the creation of 38,000 bike parking racks “in the hot spots.”  He went on, “We don’t think there’s a crisis; we want to keep it attractive.”  He paused, then added, “You cannot imagine if all this traffic were cars.”
Part of the problem is that many Amsterdamers are not satisfied with just one bike, and often do not care where they leave those they have.  “I have 3,” said Timo Klein, 23, an economics student, picking one of his out from a scattering of dozens of bikes on the central Dam Square, some still usable, others clearly wrecks.  “If one breaks down, I don’t have to use public transportation,” like buses or trams, which in the city’s narrow, clogged roadways are slower than bikes.
With so many bikes around, one of the more powerful lobbies in town is the Fietsersbond, or Cyclists’ Union, with its 4,000 local members.  Musing over why Amsterdamers are so keen on bikes, Michèl Post, a union official, attributed it to the country’s density.  “Our country is small,” said Mr. Post, who rides 7 miles every day to catch a train into the heart of Amsterdam.  “And the whole country is flat, and the climate is not extreme.  We’re really lucky.”
Yet even bike advocates like Mr. Post concede there are challenges.  One is a recent proliferation of motor scooters, some of which are allowed to use bike paths, frequently causing accidents.  While the noisy scooters account for only 3% of traffic, they are responsible for 16% of traffic accidents.  “The city cannot cope,” he said.  “We need a change.”
But the greatest challenge is the wild parking of bikes, Mr. Post acknowledged.  “There are too many bikes,” he said.  “At train stations, shopping malls, in residential areas, everywhere there are more bikes than bike racks.”  “When you look at the large squares, on a Friday night the place is completely covered with bikes,” he went on.  “There is also a question of aesthetic values.”
The city’s main train station, which will celebrate its 125th anniversary next year, is a focal point of the problem.  Over the past decade, Netherlands Railways has created more than 10,000 parking places for bikes.  By 2020, the number is expected to be raised to 17,000, in part because of the construction of a $27 million underground garage in front of the enormous red brick building.  A decade ago, a 3-story parking garage designed for 2,500 bikes was erected; it now often accommodates almost 3,500.
“It became a tourist attraction,” said Mr. van Heijningen, the railway official, himself the owner of 3 bicycles, one of which he rides to work every day.  “It’s the most photographed item in Amsterdam.”  A disused ferry was placed on the IJ to take 400 more bikes.  But still, he said, demand far outstrips supply.  Commuters like to drop their bikes close to the station before jumping on a train, often just chaining them to lampposts in front of the station entrance, he said.  Workers remove about 100 such bikes every day, hacksawing through chain locks, Mr. van Heijningen said.
Still, no one dreams of limiting bike use.  Indeed, when the renowned Rijksmuseum, the city’s crown jewel, reopened in April after a 10-year, $500 million renovation, biking lobbyists celebrated a victory when guards removed barriers to a bicycle passageway through the center of the museum.  The museum’s director, Wim Pijbes, had sought to eliminate the bike route and put the museum’s main entrance on the site, routing bikers around the building to protect pedestrians.  But the Cyclists’ Union, backed by a petition that showed overwhelming popular support for the bike route, carried the day.  “The lobby certainly helped,” said Mr. Koorn, the city transportation official.
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